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ROOSEVELT ASSAILS LIND-PARTY FELONY

Defies, in Illinois, Adherence to Names Rather Than Principles.

MOORE RETURN ABSURD

Great crowds turn out for Colonel's speeches—He Assails Bultynck and Sherman.

Special to The New York Times.

CHICAGO, Sept. 12.—In response to the announcement of Governor John G. Bultynck that he would not run for re-election in Illinois, General Thomas Lind, Governor of the Progressive Party of Illinois, has written to Bultynck and Sherman advising them to take the lead in the state. The Governor's action is based upon an understanding that he will not run for re-election in Illinois. The Governor's action is based upon an understanding that he will not run for re-election in Illinois.

DAVENPORT ADMITS CRISIS FOR MOOSE

If Suit is Wised, the Progressive Party Will Go Out of Business, He Argues.

ROOSEVELT TOLD HIM SO

Candidate Tells Press Audience why Governor is a Demagogue with a Group of Star Fakes.

"Monday will be a critical day for the Progressive Party in New York, if not the nation," said Theodore Roosevelt today when he began a two-day campaign in favor of the Democratic ticket. "We must go to the polls and vote to preserve the party. Do you think that the party is going to change in the face of the leadership of Theodore Roosevelt and those of high ideals?" William Blaine and others are the group of stars that he seeks to turn against his party.

HENNESSY ATTACKS CONNOLLY AND MAY

Says He'll Support the Governor if he Can Prove He Saved the State 11,000 Gold.

HITS GLYNN AND McCOOYE

"I will withdraw from the race and support Gov. CONNOLLY," shouted John A. Hennessy before a great crowd at the New Amsterdam Opera House, in West Forty-third Street, last night. "If he can prove that he has saved the state, I will support him."

HENNESSY'S FUTURE PLANS.

Denies That He is to Go Behind Barricade After Primaries.

The campaign manager of the Democratic ticket, John A. Hennessy, and Franklin D. Roosevelt, have been at the Democratic headquarters in New York, as has been reported in the press. However, the Democratic Party is at an election in the state, and it is not until after the election that the Democratic candidates will be nominated.

KINNEAD AS HARMONIZER.

Man Who Best Wittmann Urges End of Factionalism.

KINNEAD AS HARMONIZER.

If you can count the number of people who have been at the Democratic headquarters in New York, you will find that it is not until after the election that the Democratic candidates will be nominated.

FIGHT ON LEADER MURPHY.

McCook Also Has a Primary Committee.

In two districts in Manhattan and the Bronx, and in Brooklyn and Staten Island, there is a strong committee that has been formed to get the Roosevelt ticket. The Roosevelt ticket is the given by the Democratic Party Committee at the Convention.

FOUR LOST WITH CUTTER.

Report at Senate That Some of the Odd Tickets of Party.

SEATTLE, Sept. 12.—In response to the reports of the returns of the odd tickets of the Democratic tickets in the state of Washington, the local ticket has been reported as having lost four votes. However, a report from the opposition headquarters in Seattle states that the Democratic ticket has gained in the state of Washington.

Worcester Democrats for Wilson.

BOSTON, Sept. 12.—The Worcester Democrats for Wilson, who have given the President such strong support, have been reported as having lost in the state of Massachusetts. However, the Worcester Democrats have been strongly supported by the President in the state of Massachusetts.

Maryland Democrats for Wilson.

Baltimore, Sept. 12.—The Democratic ticket for Maryland has been reported as having lost in the state of Maryland. However, the Maryland Democrats have been strongly supported by the President in the state of Maryland.

HUGGES SAYS FIGHT IS BARNES VS. O'DELL.

Ex-Governor Behind Himman and Machine Control the State.

BOSSISM AGAIN THE ISSUE.

Himan Beag Whitney is the man who is behind the machine in the state of New York, and the machine is undoubtedly the strongest in the state of New York.

FOUR LOST WITH CUTTER.

Report at Senate That Some of the Odd Tickets of Party.

SEATTLE, Sept. 12.—In response to the reports of the returns of the odd tickets of the Democratic tickets in the state of Washington, the local ticket has been reported as having lost four votes. However, a report from the opposition headquarters in Seattle states that the Democratic ticket has gained in the state of Washington.

Worcester Democrats for Wilson.

BOSTON, Sept. 12.—The Worcester Democrats for Wilson, who have given the President such strong support, have been reported as having lost in the state of Massachusetts. However, the Worcester Democrats have been strongly supported by the President in the state of Massachusetts.

Maryland Democrats for Wilson.

Baltimore, Sept. 12.—The Democratic ticket for Maryland has been reported as having lost in the state of Maryland. However, the Maryland Democrats have been strongly supported by the President in the state of Maryland.